
Print double sided (FRONT)  

to change to name to burst to ripple to call out to fold 

to kiss to forget to sing to steal to bloat to give 

to worship to take out to purify to remember to dissolve to work 

to accept to hide to volunteer to deliver to pay to include 

to repel to reckon to fire to warm to invent to lead 

to track to hope to double to last to forbid to provoke 

to define to incant to cast to ease to erase to fit 

to listen to soften to transmit to reflect to flood to access 



Print double sided (BACK) 
 
 

to love to complain to cause to rise to blur to spread 

to crack to open up to unveil to scream to unbury to hurry 

to silence to follow to catch to protect to drain to believe in 

to unlearn to reply to situate to encounter to harden to disappear 

to attach to edit to accept to begin to reserve to magnify 

to wring out to concide to tie to feel to control to free 

to wait for to organize to convince to aim to enjoy to regret 

to knock to deprive to wrap to co-opt to summon to guard 



Print double sided (FRONT)  

to brush to balance to swarm to insure to repeat to bore 

to telegraph to hum to stop to play to itch to separate 

to own to pause to rock to train to doubt to release 

to stain to force-feed to 
reintroduce to frame to shrinnk to censor 

to clip to skim to parent anthill body estuary 

god blood energy center knowledge statuary 

cacophony fog dawn patchwork cauldron grief 

confusion chaos transition promise fossil cavern 
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to dredge to redeem to polish to crest to cleave to press 

to delay to scratch to pursue to clear to join to suspect 

to settle to tame to heal to excite to interrupt to bruise 

to exile to chew to group to stretch to snow to glow 

funnel rain cemetery to try to omit to desire 

beehive fear witness pain roots rupture 

goodbye family resurrection darkness wind reverber-
ation 

paradise reinforce-
ment prophesy revision enlighten-

ment crowds 
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shredder nation spirit coda mystery gift 

lion outline reunion cascade heart hand 

cactus marsh splendor serenity light bridge 

wall sigil soup descent progress spark 

dreamer mermaid backlash thunderstor
m birdsong weather 

oil bone television store depression childhood 

speaker contract meat poet phone beer 

paper city hotel guitar platform jaw 
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decay reception horns dance forest harvest 

scythe pulse snow maze shadow feast 

pile lung cruelty chains worms crescent 

clash victory cancellation mill tangle seal 

cannibalism bubble glory revelation lullaby crow 

outcome engine story ladder halo wave 

guest marriage cheek mirror basket telescope 

mineshaft sketch hair paper stranger map 
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bedroom chocolate debt breath mood lineage 

clothing surprise desert ultimatum skill garbage 

villain thing ghost eyes needle camp 

tornado kite song pipes verge thief 

net jump curtain seat glass birthday 

hole diameter trickster liar brace feedback 

abacus allergy dye tower drum clothespin 

direction layer wax toy cyclops replacement 
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flotsam tide momentum judgment letter tennis 

road apology midnight reminder gate employee 

dam club slope fork in the 
road monster law 

sponge meditation web salt spool drain 

clock sand scab stars arc gravity 

loop hyperbole eddy prism eclipse tunnel 

sage vein oracle pearl avalanche comb 

money hammer craft companion hinge compass 
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signal twilight key waif lock chance 

graduation balloon roulette simulation lock rivalry 

gap doppel-
ganger important hungry powerful joyful 

possible attractive heoric sad holy unknown 

pregnant haunted lonely knowing vulnerable brittle 

unbalanced uninvited curious obsessive well-worn wild 

productive over-
confident divergent messy self-

righteous disastrous 

quick bright careful foolish automatic compulsive 
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near-miss wick bluster flash sun thaw 

balcony incomplete-
ness credit priority ceiling handrail 

sick inspiring jealous dangerous ultimatum stopgap 

drowned out unspeakable murky self-centered precious empty 

well-
intentioned devoted violent desperate wonderful wishing 

threatened dismayed distant confused welcome unfulfilled 

lucky inconse-
quential clumsy difficult controlling zealous 

devout wet focused icy captivating greedy 
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impending hollow shocking ready frequent titled 

viral scaly concentric colorful shy fey 

yearning puppetlike elastic accidental emotive out of tune 

stripped flaglike gaping underground historic communal 

funny stale emergent dispensable gross innocent 

anxious private tiny pushy dappled orphaned 

parallel maternal narcissus-like courageous conditional forgetful 

traditional milky     
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expected contained next muddy never-ending tight 

inspired ancient rare prickly masked molten 

improbable filmy conscious slack incensed dynamic 

homeless vulgar hot expansive fuselike stressed 

flat wiggly marked weightless obtainable fluffy 

ornamental flowing gamey unpredict-
able oceanic frantic 

ribboned broken symmetrical trapped adaptive alien 

    placated honest 

 


